IMTR ODUC TION
As a result of mining operations cavities are produced into which the overburden may eventually collapse» Following collapse there will be a period during which the fallen material subsides. It would be extremely difficult to treat this motion in a way that takes into account all the geometrical and physical peculiarities of a particular situation. However, Leser and Jenike ^ ■ have proposed a semi-err pi'.rical idealized one-dimensional model of subsidence which is base! on the following system of linear partial differential equations.
du/dT = -ar>y/öT (1.1) öy/öt = u (--2)
Here v(t.T) is the height above +he ton surface of the cavitv at time t of the layer of material through which the plane of disturbance passed at time T; u(t,T) is the velocity of this layer; and -1 a{t,T) = K i + K\X -T;
is an empirical function, in which the constant K >1. By eliminating y(t,T) between (l.l) one obtains for u(t,T) the linear hyperbolic partial differential equation
Boundary conditions for (l.^) were determined by the following considera.ions. Let y be the original density of the undisturbed overburden, s and 7 y the density immediately after passage of the disturbance, both being assumed constant. Then conservation of matter at the wave front
3) this can be rewritten as •
for some m(a), a <1.
(v) u(t ; t) is a strictly increasing function of a for fixed t.
(vi) u(t, t) is a strictly decreasing function of t for fixed a such that 0 C a "^ 1.
(vii) The wave-front y(t, t) advances only a finite distance if a < 1.
The author wishes to acknowledge his indebtedness to Dr. T. Leser for calling his attention to this problem, and to Dr. W. C. Taylor for suggestions concerning its treatment by Laplace transform theory.
REFORMULATION-REDUCTION TO AN INTEGRAL EQUATION
If we let
and if we let
Thus v(t) is defined as a solution of a Volterra integral equation of the second kind of convolution type. The standard theorem for such (2) equations * ' asserts the existence of v(t), and in fact yields
Also by (2.6)
and, actually, w(t, T) is a strictly increasing function of T for fixed t = T. Since the positive function w(t, T) is dominated by v(t), in order to provide a basis for estimating w it will suffice to consider only v(t).
APPLICATION OF LAPLACE TfiANSFORJ©
By (2.9) v(t) is of exponential type. Accordingly its Laplace transform Finally, let us consider the motion of the wave-front y = y(t, t).
By (1.5), (2.1), and (2.7)
dv(t. tVdt -e(K -l) 7 7_ (7_ -7.) "* v(K t) and if y(0, 0) =0, then y(t, t) m e K' X (K -1) 7"7J7" -7j'* \ v(s) ds (3.17)
